Business Gets 2 Years To Pay Parking Share

Practically No Protest Is Voiced

By GEORGE W. AVAILR

There wasn't any doubt in the Birmingham city commission when it recently decided to extend the time limit on the Municipal off-street parking share of $264,937.36 for two years, as the commissioners were informed that there were no objections to the proposal.

By 204-31, the council approved the settlement of the share of the parking project with the city, by extending the time limit to April 10, 1955. The settlement, which was reached in negotiations between the city and the parking committee of some of the business owners, had been drawn up on the recommendation of the commission.

The settlement provided for the payment of $264,937.36 to the city, which is the amount of the parking share that was approved by the company for the project. The settlement also provided for the payment of $7,000 to the city for the construction of the parking lot, which will be used for the parking of cars during the summer months.

The settlement was reached after several months of negotiations between the city and the parking committee. The city had been told that the parking shares would not be paid until the parking lot was completed, which was not expected to be done until the spring of next year.
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